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- **Fedora 32 Beta Run Through** [3]
  
  In this video, we are looking at Fedora 32 Beta. Enjoy!

- **KDE NEON 20200312 overview | The latest and greatest of KDE community** [4]
  
  In this video, I am going to show an overview of KDE NEON 20200312 core and some of the applications pre-installed.

- **The Linux Link Tech Show Episode 849** [5]

- **Play Any PC Game on Any Device | Moonlight Project** [6]
  
  Play Any PC Game on Any Device | Moonlight Project Let's go over how to play any PC
Game (Fortnite, CoD: Warzone, PUBG, RDR2, etc.) on Linux, Mac, or even your TV. I am talking about GameStreaming with the Moonlight project and an nVidia based machine as the host. Here is the setup and sample gameplay.

2020-03-18 | Linux Headlines [7]

GitHub goes mobile with new apps for Android and iOS, Vulkan has new ray tracing extensions, RiskSense reports on the most vulnerable web and application frameworks, System76 enters the keyboard market, and Google starts rolling out new labels for Chromebook-compatible accessories.
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